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‘1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes procedures and findings of a study conducted
by Kinton , Incorporated under contract to the Office of the Ch ief of
Public Affairs, Ii. S. Army. Kinton studied company level command in the
Army, to determine the effects of ~gatekeepers~ upon the flow of command
information from the Department of the Army to officers and soldiers in
the field. Case study interviews were used to survey commanders and first
sergeants In 102 representative companies , in order to determine what
happens to OCPA publications and other med ia at company lev el, to assess
how well they are received by the intended addressees , and to estimate how
wel l those media are meeting the needs of the Army.

Assessments of current media are reported , and recommendati ons are
offered concerning the future management of the command information program.
Kinton found that OCPA publications are in general wel l received by target
audiences , with exceptions to be noted . Soldiers Magazine is particularly
wel l accepted . The addressing of OCPA publications to particular targets
Is appropriate , again with exceptions. Electronic media and films , on the
other hand, appear not effective. This report will include some general
observations concerning conditions and attitudes toward public information
in the modern Army, and will include suggestions concerning information

~ policy.
In subsequent sections we will:
o Describe the requirement for this study , w ith comments on information

~ flow in organizations as it affects the study design.
o Describe the procedure used .

z
o Report find i ngs.
o Anal yze those find ings.
o Ma ke recommendations.
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2.0 REQUIREMENT AND THE GATEKEEPER CONCEPT

This study was required in order to document and measure the gate-
keepi ng behav ior of company comanders and fi rst ser geants , as it affects
the flow of information to troops. Company commanders were hypothesized
to be primary gatekeepers, but the effects of that role were unproven.
The term “gatekeeper” describes a social role of certain people in organiza-
tions, a role which is critical to the flow of information and the importance
of which is often not appreciated . In fact, the behavior of gatekeepers
is a primary cause of success or failure in organizations. This is because
most of the information to which peopl e react in modern society is received
indirectly, through channel s of communication which gatekeepers control .

2.1 The Role of Gatekeepers

Each human being knows di rectly only those events wh ich happen w ithi n
his sight and hearing . The rest of his perception of the world results from
indirect experience, received through communications.

Thus most members of a modern soc iety, including soldiers in the Army ,
have no d irect experience of realities such as wars in Angola , the space
program , the Sov iet Un ion , or the fact that the world is round . These
things are observed by others, and are comunicated via a host of indirect
channels. Nevertheless, peopl e perceive and believe in the detailed existence

~ of a wider world , most of which they have never seen. —

How the wider world is perceived is totally a function of communications.

~ No c iti zen or sold ier can know of any event, unless that event is reflected
In the messages he receives. How each person sees an event (such as the war
in An gola) is totally caused by the content of messages. That content is

~ necessarily selective. The channels of comunication could not carry, and
individuals could not digest , all that happens in the world each day. Thus

~ at many points in the world ’s communica ti ons are “gates” or “filters ”,
points at which signals are sorted , edited and selected before being passed

2 Into the next channel . “Gatekeepers ” are cr iti cal causes of the way the
~ world is perceived by others.
Liz
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Gatekeepers necessarily exist within the communications of society ,
the governmen t, bus iness , private institutions and the Army . Either
consc iousl y or by defaul t, gatekee pers determ ine w hi ch s ig nals w i ll be
rece ive d by others , and therefore how others w i ll perce ive the world. In
the Army, commanders presumably are the primary gatekeepers for information
flowing within the chain of command. While they are not the only gatekeepers,
the decisions of Company Commanders are centrally important in determining
how troops and junior officers perceive the Army, and themselves in rela ti on
to the Army ’s mission. This gatekeeping role is as vital In battle as it
i s in peace time affa i rs.

2.2 The Command Information Program

The Army’s Command Information Program is a specific formal communi-
cations channel. Its mission is to provide information , identified as
important by the Army, to individual officers and soldiers at all levels.
When It works It should ensure that major policies and programs are under-
stood , and that troo ps unders tan d the Army ’s role and m i ss ion as they are
seen by senior command. There are cases in which the view of the Department
of the Army Is at variance with the attitudes of some officers and soldiers ,
or with popularly held attitudes in the nation at large. In these cases,
It is proper for the information program to ensure that members of the Army

< at least understand the position the Army takes in pursuing its constitu-

~ tional mission. Members of the Army are not required to agree, but they
need to understand the rationale for the Army ’s role.

The Army is concerned about effectiveness of the information program ,

~ and has in the past undertaken studies of its effectiveness. Research
studies as early as World War II analyzed the “Why We Fight Fight” ser i es ,
on se para te scales for informati on , attitude and motivationa l effectiveness.

~ A general finding of most studies has been that the information program
is never full y effective in delivering information (cognitive content),

~ but that it is more effective in delivering information than in causing
attitudinal or behavioral change. Therefore we should normally not ask

~~whether the information program is changing behavior or opinion. That is
C
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the job of trainers and commanders. Instead we should ask whether specific
messages are getting through , are understood correctly, and are remembered
when needed. -

2.3 The Company Commander

There are reasons to bel i eve that the Company Commander is a key to
effectiveness in the Army ’s Comman d Informati on Pro gram :

o He Is , in many ca ses , the point at which the program ’s printed
mater ials are re cei ved , and decisions are made as to which parts of those
materials will be further transmitted , w hen , and how;

o He i s the person res pons ib le for formal Commander ’s Calls , and
the one who must select what he will say to his troops during the limited
time at hi s d i s posal ;

o He is usuall y the sen ior author ity figure who i s regu larl y seen
by troops.

The Company Commander is therefore probably the gatekeeper whose
decisions are most influential for the information program. There are
two reserva ti ons in t hat regard :

First, the decisions made by the commander are often difficult to
distinguish from those of the first sergeant and other orderly room staff--

< such decisions are often either based on the recomendations of others , or

~ in fact normally bypass the commander. We will report that most comanders

~ do no t ac tuall y see or read com p letel y the informa tion sen t t hem throu gh
Information program channels.

Secon d , the tenure of commanders is sometimes brief, and the impact
of the coman der w hen the turnover has been ra pi d i s less than in t hose
cases where the commander has been assigned long enough to establish his
position and to develop an administrative routine.

It is recognized that a Company Commander has many conflicting duties.

~ Kinton researchers have s tud ied th i s probl em in pr ior res earch , and observed
that commanders apportion their time in relation to the perceived importance

C
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or urgency of duties; the~’ are forced to give many duties .Ciil~ perfunctory
attention , even when performance of those duties must be certified in
records. Just those duties directed by the operational chain of comand ,
such as unit housekeeping, personnel management and training , presume
more personal attention than he can provide. Those duties are the matters
most observed by the Battalion Commander , most likely to influence
Effectiveness Reports, and therefore they are given priority over obliga-
tions which originate in a remote staff activity , such as the Office of
the Ch ief of Publ ic Informa ti on.

Company Commanders differ widely in their styles of leadership and
in the sophistication of their management. This is recognizabl e principally
in the effectiveness with which they delegate work, and save their remaining
effort for tasks which require leadership presence or key decision making.
The effectiveness with which a commander gates and projects the Command
Information Program is a function of at least the following variables :

o situationa variables--the company-to-company differences in
struc ture , composition , mission and surroundings.

o mission variables --especially identity as a combat, support or
training unit.

o leadership and management style.

o personal biases regarding command information , including perceived

~ relevance of that information to the unit mission .

0 competing information inputs.

o competing comand responsibilities.

o the format, medium and packaging in which information is received .

Finall y, it should be observed that in the Company Comman der ’s case ,
< the term “gatekeeper” may not adequately suggest his information role.
E Gatekee pers in governmen t, med ia and bus iness often func ti on in a manner
~ closely analogous to the gate and filter functions of a computer--they

~~merely pass or process Information. But the Company Commander is in 

-.
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addition an active medium of generat-~on and display. Command Information
will be Influential only to the extent that he personally promotes It,
ei ther as a spea ker and advo cate, and by displ aying the concern which
causes his staff to take it seriously.

2.4 Defensiveness

An expected obstacle to this research was defensiveness on the part
of Company Commanders and First Sergeants. Considering that they might
not be using information materials fully, or might be avoiding some
directed responsbilities , Com pany Comman ders were ex pected to be reluc tan t
to speak frankly about the program and how they implement it. This
probl em was reco gn ized , and a method of interviewing was desigr.~.. which

minimized its negative effect.
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3.0 PROCEDURES

This structure used recognized techniques of social and organiza-
t ional research , selec ted to f it the c i rcums tances and re quirements of
the study. The central data collection instrument was a structured informal
Interview. That interview was designed to define the role of the company
commander as a gatekeeper; to identify , isolate and quantify the variables
which affect his gatekeeping decisions; and to develop a signal-processing
and decision model for the typical Army company in its processing of command
Information. Content and phrasing of this informal structured interview
was controlled by a tested question sequence and responses were the free
conversational responses of company commanders and first sergeants.

The structured interv iew was administered In Army units by three Kinton
staff members. Each member of the staff conducting the interviews was a
former member of the Army and was professionally familiar with this type of
research. Interviewers were trained during the Study, Mini -Field Test and
Fiel d Test phase , before final data were collected . During these develop-
mental phases , interviewers became familiar with the text of the interview
and procedure for recording responses. During these development phases ,
as well as during the actual survey, interv i ews were periodically conducted
with 2 or 3 in terv iewers pr esen t, one interviewing while the other(s)

< observed , and in this manner interview technique was standardized .
The structured interview was designed to elicit free responses; i.e.

~ questions were not restricted to a predetermined set of possible responses.
The company comanders and first sergeants interviewed were encouraged to

~ respond to the questions In any manner they wished . A Q-sort of the responses
was then performed.

The Q-sort technique provides a controlled means for organizing un-
structured r esponses , so as to determine the actually existing categories

~ of respondent opinion , and ran ge of op i n ions , as they ex ist amon g respondents
~ surve yed , rather than as opinions are predicted to exist by researchers. It

~ prov id es an oppor tuni ty for freer an d more Informa l i nterv i ews , assures that

C
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res ponses are re por ted in the real lan gua ge of thos e surve yed , and prov ides
for recognizing categories of opinion in addition to those anticipated when
the questionnaire is written. -

The structured interview addressed nine subject areas~
o Command Informa ti on Rad io and TV

o Identification of Unit Gatekeepers and information Dissemination
Techn iques

o Sold i ers ma gazine

o DA Scene

~~ o Command information films

o Influences on the Command Information Program

o Command information feedback at the unit Level

o Opinions of modifications to the existing DA CI program.

Prel iminary questions for each of these subject areas were then developed
for inclusion in the structured interview and reviewed by the COTR. The
structured interview was then tested and validated in three phases; a case
study , a preliminary field test and a fiel d test.

3.1 Case Study

A preliminary list of questions was first evaluated in a case study

~ phase, to identify effective phrasing for the questions and to develop a
>. first draft questionnaire . This phase determined:

o preliminary assumptions concerning the information processing
model .

x
o additional issues and variabl es.

o “most cr iti cal” variables.
C
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F indi ngs were re por ted to the COTR for comment and fur ther d i rec tion.
The Army un its were surve yed dur i ng the case study: 4 combat arms ,

4 combat su ppor t an d 2 school un its from For ts Meade an d Belvo i r. -A total
of 10 com pany commanders an d 8 fi rst sergean ts were interv iewed. The case
study provided an opportunity for the Interv iewers to become familiar with
the struc tured I n terv i ew, and to standardize interview techniques.

Major modifications were made to the structured interview as a result
of the case stud y.

3.2 Mini Field Test -

Because major modifications had been made to the question sequence as
a resul t o f the case study, a preliminary field test of the structured
interview , to be conducted prior to the major field test, was pro posed an d
agreed upon.

The objective of the preliminary field test was to determine whether
the struc tured interv iew ques tions coul d be unders tood an d ~~u ld el ici t
meanin gful responses. This test was conducted at Ft. Belvoir , where the
company commander and first sergeant of three school units were interviewed .
As a result of the preliminary field test, a few modifications were made to
the structured interview and interviewers were provided with an opportunity
to familiarize themselves with the modified interview prior to the conduct

< of the fiel d test.
z

3.3 Fiel d Test
>

The modified structured interview was further evaluated during a field

~ test to J etermine:
z

o that the questions were understood

o that the questions were useful

0 t hat the ques tions el ic ited mean ingful an d scorab le res ponses
I-

o that the administrative procedure was pr~~tical and reproducible.

These objectives were satisfied , and the f in di ngs conveyed to t he COTR in
an Interim Report.

2:
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Twenty-nine units (10 combat arms, 9 combat support and 10 school
units were surveyed in a Fiel d Test from Forts Bragg, Dix and Lee. A
total of 26 company commanders (COs) and 29 first sergeants (lSGs) were
interviewed . Interviewers were provided an opportunity to further standard-
ize the interview technique. Several modifications were made to the
structured Interv i ew as a resul t of the Field Test , and were approved by the
COTR.

3.4 Survey Experimental Design

Initially the study was proposed to include interviews with a minimum
of four or five individuals in each unit visited . Later it was agreed that
only the company commander and first sergeant of each unit would be inter-
v iewed , so that the total number of units included in the study could be
increased from the originally scheduled 30 units to 100 units. Additionally,
it was agreed that the survey population would be representative of the Army
In terms of the types of units included (com bat arms , combat support and
schools) rather than focusing on a sample of FORSCOM units only. Therefore,
the survey population was designed to include 60% combat arms units , 20%
combat support units and 20% school units. A minimum of four installations
was to be inclu ded in the study to eliminate installation bias. A detailed
description of the survey population follows in Section 4.0.

~ 3.5 Survey -

A total of 102 units (61 combat arms, 21 combat support and 20 schools)
< from Forts Benning, Bragg, Hood and Polk were included in the final survey.

~ Eighty-eight company commanders and eighty-four first sergeants were inter-
< viewed . Because the population of the final survey has several dimensions ,

~ It will be descri bed separately In detail in Section 4, Survey Popula ti on.
Data from the Field Test and the final survey were consistent . However, the
structured interview was changed In minor respects fol l owing the field test,

~ and the data from the Field Test and Survey are not fully comparable. There-
fore , the reported study resul ts are stati sticall y based on the responses

~ obtained during the final survey of 102 units.Liz
z
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Each installation involved in the final survey was visited by two
or more interviewers. This was required in part to lessen the probability
of interviewer bias affecting the data. Additionally, the interviewers
conducted at least 2 interviews jointly at each installation-—one inter-
view ing while the other observed , then revers ing roles for the second
Interview. This procedure ensured standardization of interviewi ng tech-
nique. Interviews were conducted in a company setting , typically the office,
mess hail , training room or dayroorn of the unit concerned .

3.6 Study Summary

A total of 8 installations (Forts Belvoir , Berining, Bragg, Dix , Hood ,
Lee , Meade and Polk) and 144 units were visited during the course of the
study. The total interview population Included 127 COs and 124 1SGs. Table
3—1 reflects the composition of this population by phases.

TABLE 3—1
Persons Interviewed , By Phase

Phase Units COs 1SGs

Case Study 10 10 8

~ Prel iminary Field
~ Test 3 3 3

~ Field Test 29 - 26 29

Formal Survey 102 88 84

TOTAL 144 127 124

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - .-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- . - - .-- —-
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4.0 POPULATION

As was reported in section 3.0, the population objective was a total
of not less than 100 units : 60 (or 60%) combat arms units , 20 (or 20%)
combat support units and 20 (or 20%) school units. In each unit , the CO
and 1SG was to be interv iewed If poss ib le. The ac tual number of unit s
contacted was 102, and a total of 172 COs and 1SGs were interviewed .

The survey population had severa l dimensions , which included :

o Installations (Forts Benning , Bragg, Hood and Polk)

o Un it Types (Combat Arms , Combat Support and Schools)

o Company Commanders (COs) by rank.

o 1SGs by rank.

Each of these dimens ions will be di scusse d , to assist readers in understand-
ing the possibl e import of data reported In the Findings (Section 5.0).
For instance it will be seen that “COs ” in the context of this study Inclu des
a few 2LTs, interviewed in lieu of commanders who were not ava i la bl e.

It cannot be assumed therefore that the category “COs ” Includes only
experienced officers.

4.1 Installations

A total of four installations were visited during the formal survey:

~ Forts Benning, Bragg, Hood and Polk. Combat Arms and Combat Support units
were visited at Forts Bragg , Hood and Polk. School uni ts only were visited

~ at Fort Benning . This combination of installations precluded any single
installation ’s SOPs or regulations being a dom i nant influence upon the
survey data.

0
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4.2 Unit Types

As was stated prev iously, it was an objective of the survey to include
100 uni ts of which 60% would be Combat Arms (CA), 20% Combat Support (CS)
and 20% Schools (SC). That objective was achieved as indicated in Tabl e
4-1.

TABLE 4-1
Survey Population

Number and Percentage of Unit Types
By Installation

Total
CA CS _SC Populati on

Installation N % N % N % N
Fort Benning -- —- -- -- 20 100 20 20
Fort Bragg 23 38 7 33 —- -- 30. 29

Fort Hood 23 38 2 10 -- - -- 25 25

Fort Pol k 15 24 12 57 —— —- 27 26

Totals 61 60 21 21 20 19 102 100

As the table illustrates, a total of 102 units were included , two more
~ than programed. The desired percentages of CA , CS and SC units was

achieved within acceptabl e limits (plus or minu s one percent).

43 Company Commanders ICQ) and First Se~gçants (lSGs.).
z

The population objective of the survey was, in each unit, to reach

~ the CO as a primary target and the 1SG as a secondary target , for a total
Interview population approaching 200. Eighty-eight (88) COs and eighty-

E four (84) 1SGs were Interviewed , for a total of 172 personnel . The distri-

~ bution of COs and 1SGs by unit type and installation is as shown in Tabl e
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TABLE 4-2 -

Survey Popula tion
Number (N) of COs/1SGs By Uni t Type

And Installation

CA CS SC
Installation 1SG CO 1SG CO 1SG CO

Fort Benn ing —— —- —- —— 16 17

Fort Bragg 17 18 7 6 -- --
Fort Hood 15 19 2 1 —— ——
Fort Polk 15 15 12 12 —- ——

Totals 47 52 21 19 16 17

It may be noted that the population Ns in the table, in many instances ,
do not correspond to Ns for unit types as shown by Tabl e 4-2. This is the
case because in some units either the CO or 1SG was not available at the
time of Interview.

Table 4-3 illustrates the percentage of COs and lSGs , by type of unit
and instal lat ion:

2:

TABLE 4-3
Survey Population

Percentage of COs/1SGs By Unit Type
And Installa tion

C

2: —.5-
—

~ CA CS SC
Installation 1SG CO 1SG CO 156 CO - :

Fort Benning -- —- -- -- 100% 100%

Fort Bragg 36% 35% 33% 32% -- --
Fort Hood 32% 37% 10% 5% -- —-

Li
• Fort Pol k 32% 28% 57% 63% -- --

z
C -
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This table reflects the percentage of COs and 1SGs who were interviewed
in each unit type, by installation. As the table indicates , approximately
one third of the CA population were from each of three installations.
Thi s should preclude any s ing le installa tion ’s SOPs , regulations or command
practices being manifested in the survey ’s data. Because of the nature and
central izat ion of school units , all were sampled at one installation,
Fort Benning.

Tabl e 4-4 shows what percentage of individuals interviewed , by unit
type, were lSGs or COs. As the table indicates , a near equal mix of COs
and lSGs was contacted for each unit type. With regard to the total survey
population , an equal mix of COs and 1SGs was also encountered , i.e., tt~e
total population consisted of 49% lSGs and 51% COs.

TABLE 4-4
Survey Population

Percentage of COs/1SGs By Unit Type

Unit Type 1SGs 
- 

COs

CA 47% 53%

CS 53% 47%

SC 49% 51%

>

< 

— -  

Total PopulatIon 

15 

51%
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4.4 CO Ranks

To suggest an explanation for some of the data reported in this
study (such as the fact that some COs were unfamiliar with Commanders
Call, Table 4-5 presents a breakdown of the number and percentage of ranks
which comprise the “CO” population contacted by this study:

TABLE 4-5
Survey Populat ion

Number and Percentage COs By Rank and Unit Type

- — Total
CA 

— 
CS SC Population

N % N % N % N

Major 5 10 —- -- -- -- 5 6

Captain 45 86 18 95 15 88 78 89

1LT 1 2 1 5 1 6 3 3

2LT 1 2 —- —- 1 6 2 2

The Majors shown in the tabl e were COs of aviation and special forces
companies . As indicated by the table, the vast majority of COs interviewed

~ were either Captains or Majors, a distribution which is representative of

~ the norm for officers assigned to company command .

~~4.5 1SG Rank

Table 4-6 illustrates the number and percentage of ranks which

~ comprised the “lSG ” population .
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TABLE 4-6
Survey Popula ti on -

Number and Percentage 1SGs By Rank and Unit Type

Total
CA CS 

— 
SC Population

N % N % N S N S

1SGs 45 96 20 95 15 94 80 95

SFCs 2 4 1 5 1 6 4 5

As the tabl e ind ica tes , the majority of persons serving as unit First
Ser geants were , in fact , lSGs by rank.
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5.0 FINDINGS

Data col lected in the formal (final ) survey were compi l ed, tabulated,
and compared with data collected during the field test. Those data were
closely comparable, and tended to confirm data of the final survey , which
are the only data reported in this section.

The tabulated data, in their entirety, are displayed in the Appendix
to this report. This Appendix consists of nine sections , corres ponding to
the nine subject areas addressed by the survey:

o Command information rad io and TV

o Identification of unit gatekeeper(s) and Patterns of information
flow

o Sold iers magaz ine

o Commanders Call

o DA Scene

o Command information films

o Influences on the command information program

o Command In formation feedback at the unit Level

o Opinions of modifications to the existing DA CI program .

Di splayed in that append ix are the ques ti ons as ked , the typical responses
> wh ich were gi ven , and the percentage of respondents (by category) who offered

each response. These data are further described at the end of this section .
The subsections which follow describe those findings , in each of the

nine ques tion categories li sted above , wh ich were significant and of major

~ interest.
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5.1 Command Information Radio and TV

Several ques tions add resse d command informati on radi o and TV. Initi al
questions asked whether those interv i ewed were aware of any existing TV -

or radio programs which carried Army subject matter. The first question
asked :

Do you know whether the local radio stations
carry any programs aimed at the soldier audience?

Responses were as shown by Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-1

Ques tion 1 - Aware of Radio Programs? —

— w
Res ponse —

Installation Yes No Don ’t Know

Ft. Benning 52% 45% - 3%

Ft. Bragg 90% 2% - 8%

Ft. Hood 87% 5% 8%

Ft. Polk 61% 20% 19%

Each installation visited during the survey is served by at least one regional
station which airs Army information on a daily basis. The majority of persons
interv iewed , at all installa tions , were aware of this fact. At Forts Benning

- and Pol k that majority was a small one, and only a little more than half of
those interviewed were aware of the programs and stations. Comanders were
less likely to know about them than First Sergeants. 

*Both ranks were of the opinion that Army information and news on those
programs was primarily of interes t to career enl i sted men and offi cers , rather
than to single enlistment soldiers.

__ _ _ _ _  ~~ _ . 5 - -~~~~~~~ - -
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5.1.2 Aud i ence. At all installations , those interv iewed stated that
the radio and TV audiences were primarily comprised of NCOs and officers.
Reasons given to explain the low interest among troops included : -

o Programs are aired at bad times.

o Troops who are not career committed are not interested (or actively
avoid) exposure to Army news.

o Army sponsored programs cannot compete with commercial programs for
interest.

o CCTV systems are committed to school use.

Res pondents repeatedl y observe d that Army radi o and TV was useful to
wives and families. Programs aired during the day , or installation -level
news in the early even ing, was heard at home. Wives found it useful and of
Interest to be informed about Army activities , and occasionally gave important
Information to their husbands. Wives were available as an audience at times
during the day when their husbands were not, and at times when the competion
of commercial media Is less intense.

5.2 Identification of Unit Gatekeepers and Patterns of Information Flow

A series of ques ti ons was asked to determine who within the units
studied was actually responsible for gating information as it was received ,

~ and what techniques were employed within the units to dissem i nate that infor-

~ mation . As is the case with all of the information reported , it must be

~ understood that the data reported are based only upon the perceptions and

~ opin ions of unit COs and lSGs.
The first question asked was “Who dec ides what i s done w ith command

< Information publications in your company?” Responses to this question are

~ shown in Table 5-3.
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TABLE 5-3
Ques tion 3 - Who dec ides?

Unit Type
Response CA CS SC
CO only 35% 30% 33%

XO onl y 2% 5% 7%

1SG only 29% 35% 12%

CO and 156 30% 23% 48%

Other 1 4% 7% 0%

These findings are as expected . Depending on the unit , the command-
style of the CO, and hi s staff resources , dec i sions concern i ng the use of
incoming information is made personally by the CO, by h i s 1SG , or by the
two in combination. Each of these practices was reported by approximately
1/3 of units; there were small var iations whi ch are not stati stically
significant , except that in school units the 1SG is less likely to have the
gatekeeping role.

There were a few cases in which the CO and his 156 reported differently,

,< but generally they were in agreement as to who was the gatekeeper. Table
~ 5-4 compares responses to question 3 made by COs and lSGs:
0

~ Includes Tng NCO , publication s officer, and combi nations of all li sted
~ positions.
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TABLE 5-4 -

Question 3 - Who decides?
Coorelation of CO vs. 1SG Opinion

Position
Res ponse COs 1SGs

CO only 31% 37%

XO only 1% 5%

~~~~ 1SG only 24% 31%
CO and 1S6 36% 26%

Other1 8% 1%

5.2.1 Gating Behavior. In general , 3 gating behavior model s were
d i scerned :

o In about 1/3 of all units , the CO did personally receive, rev iew ,
and make princi p le dec i s ions concerning ac ti ons to be taken on command
information. In those cases , he would typically read incoming material
selectively, evaluate its importance, and mark it for the attention of others
and for further dissemination thru formations, distribution or posting.

o In a slightly smaller percentage of units this function was performed

~ by the first sergeant. Four command situations were typical : (1) In more
than 50% of cases the CO specifically delega ted res pons ibility for rea di ng

< and screening command Informat ion , and acted only on items called to hi s
~ attention. (2) In other cases, the CO continued a pract ice whi ch ex isted in

the unit prior to his assignment , or otherwise found himself within a pattern

~ of established unit behavior. This often involved Army “regulat ions ” or
< pol icies and existing SOP’s, directing the gat-ing of information within the

un it. This was perhaps the most Interesting of the gating-behav ior models

~ observed ; it was identified early in the survey when one of the COs stated

~ 

that there was a unit SOP for the handling and dissemination of CI.

pp. cit.
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When he was asked who directed this SOP, he stated that he didn ’t know.
“It was here and in effect when I got to the unit a year ago .” W hen his
1SG was as ked who di rected the SOP , his response was identical to that of
the CO with one difference: he had been the 1SG of the unit for more than
18 months , and the SOP had been In effect when he arrived . Where CI
dissemination SOP’s did exist in units , both COs and lSGs were asked who
established them . In the majority of the cases they were originated by
someone other than the incumbent COs and lSGs. (3) Then there were cases
in which a strong 1SG assumed responsibility , without del i berate delegation
by the CO. (4) Finally, in a few units , the COs disinterest in CI led to
the 156 assuming responsibility for its gating .

5.2.2 Formations. The next question asked : “Do you find the opportun—
ity to conduct regularly scheduled Commander ’s Call , CI Classes , etc.?”
The responses to this question , by unit type, are shown in Tabl e 5-5.

TABLE 5-5
Quest ion 4 - Sc heduled Formations

Unit Type1

Formation CA CS SC
z -.

Commander ’s Call  59% 48% 52%

CI Classes 30% 50% 15%
Other’ 4% 8% 27%

None 7% 15% 12%
LU
-J

~ 
~Percentages total greater than 100%, s ince many units reported 2 or more

~ kinds of formation .

~ 
2Other included NCO meetings , cadre meetings , PSG meeti ngs , pla toon lea ders ’

~ meetings , “bitch sessions ” , daily formations , etc.
z
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Unit types were significantly different with regard to whether or not
they cond ucted regularly sc heduled CI classes , commander ’s ca l l or s imi lar
activities (Table 5-5). It appeared that combat arms units had better
opportunity to conduct regularly scheduled CI classes and comander ’s calls ,
and took company formations more seriously . Additionally, it was frequently
observed that in the combat arms , battalion , brigade or division comanders
encouraged CI activities and , in many instances , made them mandatory .
Combat support units , in contras t, reported scheduling difficulties, some-
t imes clearly real , but in other cases more probably a matter of conflicting
priorities .

The tabl e probably does not fully reflect the difference between CA
units on the one hand and CS/SC unit s on the other , since it does not reflect
the relative quality, interest , and levels of attendance at formations.
Combat arms commanders and first sergeants were clearly more actively con-
cerned with their CI programs and perceived more troop problem s which CI
had a potential to solve. More combat support units had problems with both
coninand effectiveness and real scheduling problems .

In interviews with school units, COs an d 1SGs , as well as the inter-
v iewers , occasionally confused the categories of cadre and students. School
units often had only small cadres (as few as 18 men). The students were
fully engaged in curriculum activities, and met only during housekeeping
formations. A real probl em may ex i st in the schools , where many first term

~ enlistees spend the early portion of their enlistment. This apparent loss

~ of the CI message is for up to 6 months, at what is presumably a critical
> time in the formation of attitudes toward the service.

Tabl e 5-6 displays responses to this question in terms of how closely

~ COs and 1SGs (regardless of unit type) were in agreement. As the table shows,

~ they agreed closely concerning what formations existed and were used sub-
stantially for publishing CI.
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troops with Cl. Finally, there were some newly activated units which
were in such a flux that there was little time to think about CI , and none
to do anything about it.

5.2.3 Frequency of formations. The next question asked was: “How
often do you conduct commander ’s calls , CI classes , etc.?” The responses
by unit type and CO/1SG are shown in Tabl e 5-7.

TABLE 5-7
Questi on 5 - Frequency of Formati ons

Unit Pos i tion
Res ponse CA CS SC COs 1SG s

Once a month 66% 65% 41% 63% 62%

Less than once a month 34% 35% 58% 37% 38%

Once a month was the typi cal res ponse , although less frequently was
the rule for schools. There was close agreement between COs and 1SGs as to
how often they conducted CI classes and other formations.

5.2.4 Other activities. The following question asked : “Do you do
anything else (other than CI classes , commander ’s calls , etc.) to pass
alon g CI?” The responses to this question by unit type are shown in Tabl e

~~ 5-8.C
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TABLE 5-6

Question 4 - Correlation of CO vs 1SG Responses

Position
Res ponse COs ISG

Commander ’s Call 51% 58%

CI Classes 34% 33%

Other 11% 8%

None 11% 8%

Several conclus ions can be drawn from these data. First, most commanders
do , in fact, conduc t Commander ’s Calls or CI Classes. Their 1SGs confirmed
this by descr ibi ng substantially the same events. It shoul d be noted that
at two of the installations included in the survey , it was either a Division
or Post regulation that units conduct such formations.

Most commanders and 1SGs agree that, in the modern Army, it is more
diff icul t to f ind time in the sc hedule , and that unit schedules are intern-
ally complex--their people are in scattered activities. Yet they recognize
the value of CI, and bel ieve it to be more important today than they did in

< 
earlier years. Many are genuinely conci ,1ed that they cannot assembl e their

~ units more frequently than they do , for general command purpos es as well as
for comunicating CI.

Only a small portion (roughly 10% of the unit population) did not con-

~ duct a regularly scheduled , formal information dissemination “gathering ”.
There were three reasons given for this~ First, in many school units , the
COs and 1SGs reported that their company served only housing and support

~ duties as far as students were concerned . They repeatedly stated that they
were lucky to hold one company formation a month. Second , there were a few
cases where both the CO and 1SG shared the opinion that CI was a waste of

~ time , and said they weren ’t going to waste either their time or that of the
2
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TABLE 5-8
Question 6 - Other Activities

Unit Type1

Response CA CS SC

Unit Formations 81% 63% 45%

Placing publications in dayroom 85% 68% 58%

Plac ing publ ica tions on bulletin
board 86% 80% 70%

NCO meet ings 10% 5% 0%

Cadre/staff meetings 14% 0% 6%

Section leader meetings 0% 0% 6%

Cha in of command 9% 5% 9%

“Unit formations” includes all formations other than those reported in
5.2.2 and 5.2.3. “Chain of Command” refers to passing information to sub-
ordinates for further action. Again it is clear that Combat Arms companies
use all Information channels more frequently than do other unit types.
School s use most means leas t, except that they frequently emp loy cadre ,

< staff or section meetings. This is not surprising, since schools often have
very small cadres, with no CI responsibility in regard to students.

5.2.5 Flow model. References to flow of documents or information
which occurred more than once were used to define a model for normal flow
of CI within Army companies. There were few surprises. Tabl e 5-9 diagrams

~ that flow.

C
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1Totals equal greater than 100% since more than one response is permitted .
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Incoming information is invariably processed by a clerk , who may
rarely be authorized to shortstop certain materials by filing or discard-
ing them. After that , CI can first reach either the CO or 1SG . There is
then a mutual exchange of information between them. Only two information
med ia are emp loyed at the unit level : verba l di ss eminati on, and physical
transmission of documents. The CO or 1SG may disseminate information during
one of the following activities :

o unit formations

o platoon leader , ca dre or NCO meetings

o comander ’s call or CI classes.

In addition to verbal presentation information may be transmitted in the
form of publications in their entirety , as extracts from publications, or
as publications highlighted with marking or notes.

Both CO and 1SG are important publisher s of verbal information ;
documents are handled by (or through) the first sergeant. Both may short-
stop information by filing, discarding or disregarding specific documents
or messages.

Documents are phys ically conveyed through the cha in of command or ma il
distribution system and end up at desks , work stations and display points.
These last include the dayroorn, orderly room, work areas , homes and latrines.

COs and lSGs interviewed believed that publications were being read

~ (or not) because they quickly disappeared or stayed around to be discarded .

~ Where did they end up? At the end of the company information flow, in -

> latrines , barracks , and , perhaps most importantly, off-post homes. When a
sol di er br i ngs a publ i ca tion home , hi s spous e is very likely to read it.

~ As a resul t, she (or he~) may discuss a subject of importance with her Army
mate. This , in some instances, has been the only way the sold ier became
aware of the information.

_
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5.3 Soldiers Magazine

Sol di ers Magaz ine was rece ived regularly by all unit s interv iewed ,
and seen by almost all COs and 1SGs. 94% of COs reported that they
regularl y see Soldiers , and all the lSGs interviewed did so. 

-

When asked what they personally do with Soldiers , approximately one-
third of those interviewed repl i ed that they read most of it. The exception
was in the schools, where only 9% gave this reply. Only one individual ,
a CO reported that he didn’t read any of it. The majority (75% of COs;
65% of 1SGs) replied to the effect that they skim through the publication
and selectively read articles, then pass it along. The COs pass it generally
to their lSGs. The lSGs generally select items of troop Interest and pass
them verbally to other members of the unit, primarily platoon leaders and
PSGs. This information is typically presented during unit formations and
commander ’s calls. Occasionally topics of interest are placed on the bulle-
tin board . In addition , the publication is typically placed in the dayroom
for anyone to read.

Some un its keep Soldiers on file, in others it is taken home by indivi-
duals. Comments were made to the effect that the wives appreciate Soldiers. -

This suggests that wives may be an important audience.
COs and lSGs were in agreement (92% for both positions) when asked if -~

they felt Soldiers was helpful to the men In their unit, as is shown by 
—

< Tabl e 5-10. However, when asked if they felt it was helpful to them in their
job as a CO or 1SG , the commanders were less cer ta in (74% as compared to 92%

~ for 1SGs). Some commanders commented that they perceived Soldiers as less

~ professionally focused , and a few appeared to reject It as beneath their
~ di gnity . They referred to A rrny, Infantry and Commanders Call as good examples

of professional magazines. COs in general reported that they find the

~ “What’s New ” sec tion of Sold iers helpful , and the remainder of the publication
< “entertaining ”.
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TABLE 5-10

Question: Is Soldiers hel pful to men In your unit?

Res ponse COs lSGs

Yes 92% 92%

No 7% 8%
Maybe 1% 0%
Hel pful to you?

Yes 74% 92%

No 24% 5%

Maybe 2% 3%

Those who did not believe Soldier s was helpful to their men generally
explained that it was non-military , entertaining but frivolous, or that it
concerned the Army too generally and contributed nothing to mis sion perform-
ance for the specific unit concerned .

Others offered a countering view: Soldiers helps the men (or mid-level

< 
leaders) to understand the wider Army, or tells them how they fit in the

~ big picture.
Those interviewed believed that the readership of Soldiers increases

> with rank , as shown in Table 5-11 .
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TABLE 5-11
Question: What “~“ entage of your men,

by gr -e , read Soldiers?

Interv iewees
Grade COs 1SGs

El-E4 48% 47%

E5-E6 69% 67%

PSGs 83% 88%

Pla toon Leaders 83% 88%

Interv i ewees felt that Els-E4s do not have the established career
interest of those in higher ranks and therefore are not motivated to read
Army publications. They reject them as “Army propaganda ” and don ’t want to
be concerned with the Army after duty hours. This perception was very
general ; many COs and lSGs believed that practically no single-enlistment
sol di ers “read” Soldiers in the sense of learning anything from it about
the Army.

The percentage of those who don ’t read Sol di ers was obse rved to include
sold iers at all levels who can ’t read (al though these are now few and include
those for whom English is a second language) and those who are not reading

~ oriented , no matter what the material is. This last consideration must be

~ given special attention. Many respondents, especially in CS units , observe d

~ that their men in all grades , can read but do not do so casuall y or for
entertainment. This supports conclusions of other research which suggest
that there is a “non-reading generation ’s of persons now under 40 in the U.S.,

~ who for whatever reason do not voluntarily or habitually read. They are not
reached by printed medi a , and it Is reasona ble to assume that Army enl i stees

~ contain a high proportion of such people.
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The next question explored is the readability of Soldiers.

TABLE 5-12
Question : Who can understand Soldiers? -

Unit Type
Response CA CS SC

Everybody 97% 39% 97%

Everybody but
Els - E4s 2% 60% 3%

Analysis of these responses shows that most people were believed abl e
to understand Soldiers. Els thru E4s were bel ieved by respondents to have
occasional difficulty. This was not primarily attributed to low reading
skill , but to the fact that Soldiers is a professional magazine the under-
standing of which requires some preliminary understanding of the Army , its
context and professional vocabulary .

Combat support units reported significantly greater problems with com-
prehensibility than did other unit categories .

Respondents were asked what evidence they had on which to base their
opinion concerning who can read Soldiers. Most were able to cite only an

~ unsu pported assumption (COs 49%, lSGs 48%). Some claimed an opinion based

6 on conversation with men in the unit (COs 39%, lSGs 51%), and a few claimed

5~ di rect observation (COs 13%, 1SG 15%). In any case, the statistics of Tabl e

~ 5—12 represent a generally unsupported opinion, rather than any direct measure
of the readability of Soldiers. Finally, -it should be observed that inter-
viewees did not report Soldiers too difficult; they considered its content
necessary, but difficult for non-professionals.

Tabl e 5-13 reflects responses to the question , “Do you feel Soldiers

~ would be missed if it were no longer publi shed?” 48% of COs and 58% of 1SGs
~ replied that they felt everyone would miss this publication. 33% of COs and
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36% of 1SGs responded that everyone but Els-E4s would miss Soldiers,
reflecting the lack of interest and difficulty in understanding it which
Els-E4s were believed to have. A few thought most peopl e might not care.

TABLE 5—13
Question: Would Soldiers be missed?

Interv iewees
Response COs 1SGs
Yes , by everybody 48% 58%

All but El s-E4s 33% 36%

Nobody 19% 6%

Interv iewees reported that Soldiers is read , in order of frequency , in:

- -dayrooms

—- quarters

- - home

—-work place (inotorpool , CQ)

--latrine.

By the month’ s end , all copies are gone.
People read the “What’ s New ” section of Soldiers first. There i~ a

debate concerning the value of human interest , leisure time and family-
centered articles. One party likes them the best of all , but another group
would prefer less “non—miss ion junk” . Many, especially in combat support

~ units , wanted more mission -specific content-- ”This has nothing to do with-J
< maintenance or transportation. ”

Many coments were heard to the effect that the content of Soldiers
is sugar-coated . In these cases the opinion is that Soldiers portrays an

~ Army In which imperfections are smoothed over , and only the most attractive
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features get reported . This was held by some to be counter-productive ,

in that it led to false expectations, or a feeling that “only my unit is
d u l l ” . Possibly some men perceive Soldiers as a propaganda organ , trying
to sell the A rmy on unrealistic terms.

In general , however , interv iewees did not recommend a change in the
emphasis of Soldiers. Many who observed that it was sugar—coated at the
same time observed this as being necessary and unavoidable. They did not
recommend change , since others would object (as managers) to any over-frank
presentation of Army problems. But they expressed the opinion that the
publication lacks tension.

By “lacks tension ” we mean that some periodicals stimulate interest by
including content which is controversial , or which challenges important
reader opinion. This strategy can be effective when readers feel their
close personal interest either challenged or supported . Some interv iewees
fel t that Soldiers needed a higher level of controversy.

Finally, there were frequent comments concerning the fl esh art. Most
interviewees believed that pictures of women displayed at the inside back
cover were in acceptabl e taste and attracted readers. There were a signifi-
cant few, however , who objected to that art as improper , an d a sma l ler
number who thought it should be more boldly erotic.

5.3.1 Soldiers — sumat~y. In general , the data suggest that Soldiers
is meeti ng its intended audience , is very widely read except by some fir.st

6 enlistment soldiers , and is valued by its readers.
There were debates among rea ders concern i ng spec ial ized content, l evel

< of professionalism , comprehensibility , and level of controversy . In each
case the data include comments favoring change in more than one direction ,
with a majority approving Soldiers as it now exists. These data do not by

~ themselves support any recommended change.

5.3.2 ~ypted comments. Some typical comments of those interviewed
follow :

C.::
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“This Is the most used magazine we have in the service--should be
more in it. But this ‘home on wheels ’ doesn ’t belong there. Should
be more on training . Instead of talking to officers , should talk to
NCOs. More on promotion system.”

“Hel pful to me in the sense that it tells me what troops are getting .”

“The information is nice to know , but really has nothing to do with
our primary mission. ”

“You ’d be surprised at the people who walk in and ask for Soldiers
Magazine. ”

“Need more general and regulati on Info, i.e., Art. 15 , benefits. ”

“Best portion is ‘News in Brief ’.”

“Think Soldiers is crap; slick , phony, too sugary , presents non-Army
image--Ti ke Ladies Home Journal. ”

“More of interest than of use.”

“Keeps me up to date on the Army.”

“The content is ‘that which is interesting and nice to know ’.”

“I look forward to it.”

“Uniforms are a common and continuing interest-—should be more about
regs , ribbons , etc.”

“Soldiers is aimed at the career soldier. Generally Els-E4s are not
yet interested or committed . But for careerists it’ s great.”

7
6 “After retirement, would subscribe to Soldiers Magazine. ”

> “It’s written wel l and anyone this side of illiterate can get something
of interest.”

“It meets wide interests and is easy to read.”

5.4 Commanders Call

C Questions similar to those asked concerning Soldiers were asked regarding

~ Comanders Call. Commanders Call is received less regularly by units than
Sold iers, as indicated by Tabl e 5-14. COs were more often aware of its
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existence than were lSGs. Of those whose units do receive this publication ,
96~

’ of the COs and 95% of the lSGs repl ied that they see It regularly.

TABLE 5-14
Question: Does your unit receive Comanders Call?

Position
Res ponse COs lSGs

Yes 90% 88%

No 7% 5%

Don ’t know 3% 7%

When asked what they personally do with Commanders Call, responses of
COs and lSGs was similar. This publication is more thoroughly read than
Sold iers--more than one-third (38% for each COs and 1SGs) repl ied that they
read most of it; 61% skim it and select articles to read before passing it
along to other members of the unit. Only two individual s , one CO and one
1SG , stated that they did not read any of it. When comparison is made across
unit types (see Appendix), it is observed that 70% of combat support personnel
responded that they read most of this publication , as compared to 33% in

< combat arms and 18% of school personnel who gave this reply. The feeling
was expressed that this publication gives direct attention to mission -related

~ items , and that leaders can compare what they do to the information presented .
Tabl e 5—15 shows responses given when asked “Do you feel that the infor-

ma tion in Commanders Call Is hel pful to you as a CO or 1SG?” There was
~ general agreement that this publication is professionally helpful. Several

~ individuals repl i ed that they rely on information from publications such as
< Commanders Call , Soldiers , etc. as the only source of information at the unit

C level . This was in contrast to a few who felt that this information was
often redundant and was covered by other publications. Suggestion s were made
that it could use a periodic Index. Many felt that Commanders Call is geared
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more toward Battalion Commanders , although one person f e l t  it should be a
lieutenant ’s magazine-- ”The Platoon Leader ”.

TABLE 5-1 5 - 
-

Question: Is Commanders Call helpful to you?

Position
Res ponse COs 1SGs

Yes 87% 88%

No 13% 13%

• Information is regularly extracted from Commanders Call and passed
verbally to troops at unit formations. In a few instances , Commanders Call
Is placed in unit dayrooms where all individuals in the unit have an oppor-
tunity to see it.

The majority of COs, XOs and 1SGs ‘In all units have an opportunity to
see Commanders Call. Junior ranks are less likely to get that chance.

When asked if Commanders Call presents its information well , the majority
said yes (COs-94% , 1SGs-93%). Among those individuals who said “no ” , the
following were typical responses to the questions “Why Not?”

“Too many statistics and numbers--should be facts and nothing else.”

“Too stiff.”

“I like the old Cornanders Call schedule better. This is too
specific and detail ed .”

The Issue of redundancy was raised . Even among those who repl ied “yes” to

~ this question , negative comments were offered . These included :
NFormat is hard to search--confusing. Sometimes too deep, reads
l ike an AR occasionally. ”

C “Not complete enough. ”

“It’ s harder to read than Soldiers. ”

2 “Often not quite enough supporting info .”

“Maybe not direct enough. Takes time to get to the meat.”
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One individual suggested that Commanders Call be consolidated into
Soldiers.

Interviewees were divided in their opinions of Commanders Call as
shown by Table 5-16.

TABLE 5-16
Question: Would you miss Commanders Call If

it were no longer published?

Position
Res pons e COs 1SGs

Yes 36% 45%

No 40% 33%

Don ’t know/Maybe 25% 22%

Apparently fewer than half feel that this publication meets a strong
need. Those who want it are emphatic , but others say it duplicates informa-
tion from other publ ications , messages , and the personnel system , and that
is often not timely.

First sergeants feel more dependent on this publication than COs (Table
-< 5—16), although many see it as addressed to the CO. This suggests that

~ perhaps the title of Commanders Call is confusing. The term “Comman ders

~ Call” suggests the CO. If this Is the intention, then perhaps the information
contained might pertain more selectively to Commanders. If on the other hand
the intended aud ience includes more junior officers and the 1SG (who now seem
to rely on it more than the commanders), it would be useful to select content

~ with those people in mind and to title it appropriately.
.-~

C ~~ DA Scene

Still relatively new in Army distribution Is the V.A Scene. Perhaps as
a result of this fact , when asked if their unit receives this publication

~ regularly only 76% of COs and 89% of 1SGs replied In the affirmative (Table 5-17).
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Of those who don ’t receive it, most COs were not even aware of its existence.
When those whose units receive this publication were asked if they see it
personall y, 83% of COs and 85% of lSGs repl ied that they did.

- 

TABLE 5—17
Question: Does your unit get DA Scene regularly?

Position
Response COs 1SGs

Yes 76% 89%

No 22% 10%

Don ’t know/Not sure 2% 1%

Half of COs (51%) and more than three-fourths of 1SGs (79%) who see
DA Scene repl ied that they read most of it. They found it “conc i se ” and
“easy to read” . Others skim the publ i cation to read items of interest , and
pass it along to the members of the unit. Topics are selected for verbal
presentation to troops, but most frequently the publication is placed on the
bulletin board . (75% of the COs and 71% of the lSGs repl i ed that this is the
case.)

Asked “Do you feel the informa tion from DA Scene is hel pful to you and
to the men in your unit?” , responses were as shown in Tables 5—18 and 5-19.

TABLE 5-18
Question: Is DA Scene hel pful to you as CO/1SG?

z
.5

x

Posit’~on
Res ponse COs lSGs

C
Yes 80% 92%

No 20% 8%
C.::
C
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TABLE 5-19
Question: Is DA Scene hel pful to the men?

Position
Response COs 1SGs

Yes 86% 85%

No 14% 15%

In the col l ective judgment of COs and lSGs , about half of the troops in
the Army read DA Scene. These percentages increase with rank , as indicated
in Tabl e 5-20. Career interest presumably plays an important role here, as
with other publications. COs recognize more of a readership than do 1SGs.

TABLE 5-20
Question : What percentage read VA Scene?

Position
Grade of Reader COs 1SGs

Els-E4s 47% 47%

E5s-E6s 56% 51%

PSGs 62% 62%
>

Platoon Leaders 73% 65%

C
Most of those who receive VA Scene find it hel pful to the men in their

~ unit. One CO repl ied that he found it “ least effective for COs , perhaps
-< better for enlisted men .” Other comments included:

“That ’ s a good one. Good for basic soldier .” (CO)
F-

“Yes , this is my choice at our level . It fits the Special Forces
2 pattern. Contains no opinion s. ” (1SG)
C.::
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Most indi v iduals also found VA Scene hel pful to them as COs or l SGs.
However , feelings ranged from “Not sufficiently detailed ”to “Redundant” .
In this regard , the following comments were made:

“Normally we already have info thru chain of command :” -

“But I don ’t think it’ s as effective-—most has already appeared
elsewhere. Good bulleti n board document.”

“But it could just as well be in Soldiers. ”

When asked if they felt the information in DA Scene could be understood ,
99% of COs and 91% of lSGs replied that they felt the publication was under-
stood by everyone , basing their opinions on questions asked by their men ,
observations and their own assumptions. The rema i nder repl ied everyone but
Els—E4s coul d understand , stating that abbreviations and jargon get in the
way of lower ranks ’ understanding , and that sometimes the information isn ’t
correctly interpreted because of its brevity . Again , as with all the publ i-
ca tions , there are some non-readers who can ’t read and/or who aren ’t oriented
to read .

There was disagreement in both directions about the brevity of VA Scene.
Some suggested it was just about right and therefore clearly understood ,
while others wanted more detail. Specific coments are quoted at the end of
this section.

When asked : “Woul d DA Scene be mi ss ed if it were no longer ava il a ble?”
~
< replies were as shown by Table 5-21 .

TABLE 5-21
Question : Would VA Scene be missed?

Cz
Position

Response COs lSGs

E 
Yes , by everybody 64% 53%

F-
Everybody but Els-E4s 9% 9%

Nobody 18% 24%
C
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This indicates that some lSGs, and fewer COs , feel that VA Scene Is
useful but not essential. It tends to confirm the estimate that DA Scene
is actually read by only about half the troops , and probably reflects the
fact that VA Scene Is not yet established in its distribution. -

Many comments concerned the brevity of VA Scene. Some are listed
below:

“I’m pretty dumb and I can understand it--so everyone must be able to.”

“It’s simple and to the point. ”

“Direct and to the point--very helpful .”

“Sometimes confusing because of oversimplification. ”

“DA Scene is best of all-get rid of Soldiers .”

“Timely and topical--to the point.”

“Not sufficiently detailed .”

“We l ike it better than Commanders Call. ”

“Too black and white.”

“This is the best think they (DA) put out.”

“This is a waste-—it duplicates others sources.”

“This I would fight to keep.”

z

~ 5.6 Command Information Films

Several questions explored the use of command information films. When
shown the CIF (Command Information Film Catalog) and asked if they had ever
seen thi s publ ica ti on, 45% of COs and 38% of 1SGs repl i ed that they had not.

~ Many said that their Post publi shes its local catalog and that catalog is
the one they use. Of those who had not seen CII , 67% of the COs and 81% of

C the 1SGs were not even aware of its existence. Shown in Table 5-22 are the
responses given when these individuals were asked concerning their interest
in command information films .

C
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TABLE 5—22
Question: Any interest in CI Films? ’

Position
Res ponse COs 1SGs

Yes 51% 35%

No 49% 65%

As the Table suggests , COs are more interested in CI films than are
1SGs , who were possibly more frank. Neither set of responses was very strong.
Unit scheduling seems to be a probl em that limits the use of films , and films
are seen as ineffecti ve or outdated.

Of those who were familiar with CII, 52% of COs and 53% of 1SGs said
that their unit had a copy of the publication. About half of units surveyed
have at some time used films to support the CI program (Table 5-23).

TABLE 5-23

Ques tion: Have you ever used any CI fi lms ?

Position
Res ponse COs 1SGsz
Yes 4 5% 52%

>
No 55% 48%

C

Of those who had , more than half (51% of COs , 54% of lSGs) used them less

~ often than once a month (Table 5-24).
.-.J
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TABLE 5-24 
-

Question: If yes, how often?

Position
Response COs lSGs

Once a month or more 49% 46%

Less frequently 39% 42%

Rarely 12% 12%

Comments by those interviewed suggests that most use of films was
actually scheduled by higher commands , often at the Battalion level . Typical-
ly it was to meet a mandatory requirement for race relations or safety train-
ing. Our conclusion is that there is very little real use of CI films on
company initiative. This is in spite of the following facts:

(a) Equipment is readily available. (9% of COs and 12% of lSGs
were unsure about availability of equipment.)

(b) Films are not difficult to obtain.

(c) There are an average of 3 licensed projectionists in each unit.

In Tabl e 5-25 are the reasons given by those who do not use CI films .

~ Not enough time stands out as the prevailing reason why films are not shown .

~ Over hal f of the respondents gave this answer. Included in the “Other”
> category are :

o Films are outdated
z

o Prefer other means

o Films are “slee p mach ines ”

C o Haven ’t yet, but will in the future (New CO)
F-
-< o Hadn t though about it.
C.::
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COs and lSGs have things they want to say to their troops, and the
showing of films competes for the sometimes small time available. Further-
more the subject matter is not often relevant to their needs. The exception
here is the “Green Scene:. Those who knew this f il m series liked it; one
individual commented that it made a good introduction for CI classes. In
general, however , CI films do not appear to be an effective medium for con-
veying information to troops.

TABLE 5-25
Ques ti on: Why are fi lms not used?

Position
Res ponse COs lSGs

Not enough time 54% 53%

No value 6% 13%

Too inconvenient 2% 10%

Other 37% 28%

5.7 Influences on the Comand Information Program

5.7.1 Pertinence. When asked what proportion of the information

6 encountered in CI publications is useful , COs and lSGs reported that slightly
more than one third of the CI they read is related , often only indirectly,

< to their unit, themselves , or the men in their unit. Most did not regard
this as improper , recognizing that what is pertinent to one unit or individual
will not necessarily be pertinent to other3. A few respondents , especially

~ in CS units , wished for publications more specificall y related to their unit
m issions. This issue was explored at some length , and the interviewers did
not find a concensus supporting more specialized publications beyond the

!~ existing specialized journals (Infantr~y, Armor) .
0
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5.7.2 Workload. Asked how much time was required to read , plan ,
prepare and act in support of CI objectives , lSGs responded that they spend
an average of 4.6 hours per week. This compares to an average of 2.6 hours
per week for COs, only half of the amount of time 1 SGs spend . -

It was hypothesized that CI activities were in competition with primary
mission activities for-time and resources. This was found to be true for
time on the troop schedule , al though the curr ent CI program i s not seen as
interfering with mission performance. When asked whether the Command Informa-
tion Program interferes with their unit’ s basic or related mission(s), 61%
of COs and 50% of lSGs repl i ed that there is not time in their training
schedule for dissemination of all the Command Information received . But 82%
of all leaders felt that there is enough time available to disseminate all of
the i nformation they feel is necessary. It was bel i eved that most of that
information is “five to have ,” and they use it whenever they can , sometimes
providing “a relief from other activities ” . Many commanders recognized that
keeping the men informed was in fact part of their mission, or supported the
primary mission. It is interesting that a few interviewees would lik e manda-
tory CI class es , such as were once required ; this will be discussed again in
paragraph 5.9.

5.7.3 Con~mand support. Senior commanders at Battalion and higher level s
support the command information program very unevenly. Company commanders

~ report their senior commanders as ranging from being vitally interested to

~ passive toward the CI program. When asked how much command interest they

5 observed , 60% of interv iewees said their commanders supported the program.

~ In some cases the respondents felt that their commanders were moderate , some-
times much less than expected , toward the program ; but no one believ ed that
their senior commanders felt it was a waste of time . Some felt that the main

~ interest is often elsewhere.

“There is interest but it Is issue-driven , as thos e i ssues are
E command goals--but it comes to an active concern , for which the

CI publications are useful support.”
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We asked : Is your Command Information Program monitored by any higher
command? Responses are as shown in Table 5—26.

TABLE 5-26
Question: Is your program monitored?

Position
Res ponse COs 1SGs

Yes 57% 57%

No 43% 43%

In more than half of the units interv i ewed the CI Program is monitored
by senior l eaders. There was some displeasure in this regard as is evidenced
by the following comments:

“There is a ‘gestapo ’ which checks all scheduled training and
commanders call activities. ”

“CI should not be monitored by higher headquarters --it should
be up to unit commanders what they do or don ’t do.”

This monitoring is done by IGs, by others observ ing commanders call or
unit formations, by review of unit training records , and by checking training

~ schedules and CI classes.
Interv i ewees were asked : Does your CI program directly affect your OER

or EER? Table 5—27 shows the largely negative response.

TABLE 5-27
Ques ti on: Does CI affect your ER?

—.5---- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

—.5-——— -.5 -.5

C 
Pos i t ion

Response COs 1SG

Yes 
— —  -—  

6% 
— 

6%

No 94% 94%
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Practically no one believed the CI program to affect their OER or
EER. Of those 6% who said “yes” , many referred only to the indirect
effects of a weak CI program. Leaders take the rap for troops who are in
“incidents ” because they haven ’t gotten the word . Comments follow: 

-

“I would imagine that ‘Gestapo ’ reports do. ”

“But if someone reports he doesn ’t know about new Art 15 or
MOS tests, I will be in trouble. ”

“Not because it ’s observed , but your company suffers in the
way it operates, and your efficiency rating will suffer.”

“If I don ’t inform the troops , their performance-- ’Tha t 10%
that doesn ’t get the word ’ --will affect my OER.”

There was a significant difference in response by unit type. In school
units , 19% answered “yes” to this question , in contrast to only 3% in Combat
Arms and 2% in combat support units (see Appendix).

5.8 Command Information Feedback at the Unit Level

Coiiv’nanders are not specifically aware whether their troops receive and
understand the information conveyed to them. Although 68% of COs and 71%
of lSGs occasionally talk to troops about the content of the CI program ,
those contacts are unsystematic. Interv iewees were asked whether they talked
to individuals, or otherwise had a means of knowing whether CI messages were
effective. Responses are shown in Table 5-28.

TABLE 5-28

Question: Do you talk to individu als?
Cz — .5———

Posi t ion
Response COs lSGs

Yes 10% 20%
F-

No 2% 3%
2

Sometimes 88% 77%
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Of those questioned , 10% of the COs and 20% of the lSGs repl i ed that
they talk to their troops individually. Only a very small percentage
reported that they never talk to troops on an individual basis , the majority
replying “Sometimes ”. Troops are most often addressed in. company formations ,
although sometimes in groups of 5 or less in meetings.

When conversation with troops doesn ’t occur , or even when it does,
leaders rely on questions from the troops and on their own assumptions to
estimate whether information has reached the men. In some cases , however ,
they don ’t know or care:

“They don ’t need that info.”

“Am not worried--what they need is coming thru command channels .”

The following remark sums up many opinions of the information system:

“It is amazing how much the Army still operates on the rumor basis;
e.g., promotion policies , in spite of many messages, actually are
understood on basis of rumor , talk , etc.”

One individual remarked :

“The Army and Al Times gives us constant troubl e by publishi ng
unofficial information that the Commander doesn ’t even know about,
can ’t act on , can ’t answer questions about.”

5.9 Opinions of Modifications to the Existing VA CI Program

During the Case Study and Fiel d Test phases of this study , many COs an d

~ ISGs made suggestions as to how the VA CI program might be modified . Some

~ of these suggestions were added to the final survey , so that others might

~ coment.
One suggestion encountered several times was that CI classes be made

~ mandatory Army-wide as they once were. Table 5-29 shows responses given to

~ that suggestion .
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TABLE 5-29
Question: Should CI Classes be mandatory?

Position
Res ponse COs lSGs

Yes 16% 30%

No 74% 66%

Maybe 1% 0%

Already are 9% 4%

Commanders were not enthusiastic but a surprising third of lSGs liked
the idea . Those who felt that CI classes should be mandatory observed that
the mandatory system is more effective, and would make it feasible to get
the troops together in the face of competing requirements. Those who replied
“no” were emphatic , stating that they already have enough required activities
and that this would serve only to further restrict their freedom of command.
Several persons (9% of COs ) remarked that local pol i c ies made cr cl asses
effectively mandatory now.

First sergeants apparently felt more of a need for mandatory CI than did
COs. This is due perhaps to their being more aware of how much information

~ the average soldier is receiving , and to their frustration in reaching troops
as regularly as they would like.

Those who replied “yes” were asked how often they felt CI classes should
be held , and how long they should be. Once a month for one hour was the
response most frequently given.

As to selection of subject matter for those classes , the clear preference
was that the CO or 1SG select these topics for himsel f, rather than DA direct
their content.
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We then asked :

“Would you prefer to receive information which has already been
screened by someone else , to include only information which is
directly related to you as a CO or 1SG , or to your type of unit ,
or the men in your unit?”

84% of COs and 74% of lSGs replied “no ” to this question . They expressed
a preference to be given general information and to select for themselves
what would be presented to the troops. Even those who answered “yes” to this
question tended to qualify their answers-— ”yes, if the screening is not too
restr ict ive. ”

Nearly three-fourths of those interviewed would like to receive a pub-
lication specifically related to their branch of service, or already do
receive one and would like to continue.

The questionnaire concluded by asking:

“Do you think It would be a good idea to put together a packet of
information , to be given to BCT and AlT trainees , which would
contain information about overseas assignments , promotions, explain
what will happen to them once they finish BCT or AlT, etc.”

Only 18% of COs and 23% of 1SGs repl i ed “yes” to this question. Inter-
viewees felt that such a packet would not “interpret reality ” and would be
ignored and ineffective.

< 5.10 Appendix
z

Responses to the questionnaire are recorded in detail in the Appendix
to this report. These data are displayed by question and percentage response.

Shown in the l eft column are the questions , fol lowed by the categories
of useful response which were identified in Q-sort analysis. The percentage
of persons giving each response is shown at the right, broken down either by

~ installation (Benning , Bragg, Hood , Polk) or by unit type and respondent posi-
tion (Combat Arms, Combat Support , Schools; Comma nder , First Sergeant).

In many cases a respondent was permitted to offer more than one response;

~ In those cases , total percentages are greater than 100.

2 Numbers shown in parentheses within column headings are the number of
persons in that category responding.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

This research was undertaken essentially to determine how the
behavior of Company Commanders (and their staffs) affects the flow of
information from OCPA to the troops. In studying that behavior , Ki nton
staff were able to perceive something about the general effectiveness of
OCPA programs , and about the conditions of company command in the modern
Army. On the basis of this understanding, and the findings of the survey ,
Kinton offers the general observations and specific recommendations which
follow.

6.1 General

It is a genera l responsibility of OCPA to see that troops are informed .
The methods which OCPA uses to perform this mission are essentially derived
from journalism . The present study shows this approach to be working well
for printed media , and our principle recommendations will be borrowed from
the discipline of systems engineering , rather than journalism proper.

In several respects the command information program appears to be work-
ing wel l , and the positive effects of some recent changes in OCPA programs
were observed . These should be recognized , so tha ’. any future program change
will not interfere with their effects:

6.1.1 The addressing of printed media to specific audiences seems quite
effective , except as we will note. It appears to provide effective coverage

. of several OCPA audiences at surprisingly modest cost. Soldiers maga zine is

~ particularly effective and wel l liked by its audience.

6.1.2 Reduced Pressure is felt by Company Comanders , and has the desir-
< able effect of increasing their willing support of the command information

~ program . The soft sell works. Researchers observed that mandatory CI classes

~ are no lon ger the ru le , and that commanders are otherwise under less external
~
— press u re to per form CI tasks than was once the case. The effect has been to 



remove CI from the status of a pro-forma requirement , with the result that
what is done at company level is done under local initiative , with greater
willin gness and enthusiasm. There is some neglect, of course, as we have
reported , but the program as a whole has a more pos it ive image.

6.1.3 The social dynamics of modern companies raise a new set of
probl ems for the commander. This study did not seek to define them , but
we know that command now depends more on individual morale than it has for
many years. Company Commanders and their superiors at senior echelons of
command are i ncreasingly aware of a positive need for information--information
which promotes a sense of miss ion, explains the rational basis of Army pol i cy,
and encourages a sense of worthiness within the enlisted military profession.
This sense of need among commanders deserves to be encouraged .

6.2 Irrelevant Information Content

it is recognized that most publications contain much information which
is irrelevant , not of interest or redundant to any specific reader . Findings
in this regard include d :

o Based on a 40-hour week , COs spend 7% of their time (2.6 hours) and
1SGs 12% of their time (4.6 hours) rev iewing information. Of all the infor-
mation they review , COs felt that only 36% of it was relevant and 1SGs felt

< that only 38% of it was relevant. Interviewees frequently observed that

~ publications contained useless information , although many recognized that

~ fact to be unavoidable.
>

o Most COs and lSGs interviewed stated they like the “What ’s New”
section of Soldiers more than any other part because it was relevant , brief
and to the point . It was also observed that this section is consistently

~ read more than any other part of the magazine.

o DA Scene was praised by most of those interv iewed for its brev i ty
and relevancy.

2
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o TIPS was consistently stated to be one of the best publications
put out by the Army because it is brief and to the point .

We do not suggest that any radical weeding-out of content is in order ,
but only that the content of all publications deserves corrtinued assessment .

6.3 Comprehension

Comprehension of the information is a probl em with OCPA ’s publications.
When asked if they felt Els-E4s could comprehend OCPA publications:

o 11 % of COs and 20% of lSGs believed their men couldn ’t comprehend
Soldiers (a belief supported by the fact that they felt less than 50% of Els-
E4s read Soldiers) .

o 1% of COs and 8% of lSGs felt that DA Scene could not be understood
by Els-E4s (again they reported that less than 50% of Els-E4s read VA Scene).

o Comprehension difficulties can also be attributed to the fact that
33% of COs and 36% of lSGs stated that Els-E4s would not miss Soldiers if it
were no longer publ i shed, and , 18% of the COs and 24% of the lSGs stated that
nobody would miss DA Scene if it were no longer published .

There is a technology in use by the Army which addresses this probl em ,
and which might be appl ied to OCPA publications. This is the use of read-
ability standards. New technical manual (TM) specifications provide a list

~ of approved verbs from which sentences must be constructed . This makes the

~ TMs readabl e to personnel with only a grade school reading ability (and many
high school graduates have only a grade school reading ability) .

The comprehension probl em has at least two facets: First , there is the

~ simp le matter of low reading ability . This is a serious problem , but levels
of read ing s ki ll are now ri s ing . Ac tually more important, in the opinion of

~ those we interv iewed , is the fact that a substantial body of background infor-
< mation and vocabulary is required to understand publications like Soldiers ,

£ 
which on examination is actually a professional magazine. We do not recor~ end

~ that the content or professional vocabulary of Soldiers be simplif ied . More

~ is to be lost (-I n reader interest and acceptance) than might be gained in

~ readership.0
Liz
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Here again, a feedback device would solve the probl em automatically.
If a Battalion commander really knew in which companies the troops were
(and were not) getting the word , he would learn a lot both about the CI
program and effectiveness of command .

6.7 1~andatory CI?

Some company lea ders would li ke to see the re institution of mandatory
CI formations. Typically they suggest a one-hour class , once a month. They
rem~~ber that this was once an Army-wide requirement and they feel that it
would strengthen their resolve--or their negotiating position vice other
activities--to have a formal , scheduled requirement once again.

Opinions of this recommendation were solicited from COs and lSGs during
the final survey. Only 16% of COs and 30% of lSGs stated that they would
like to see mandatory CI once aga in. The rema inder of those interv i ewed
(84% of the COs and 70% of the 1SGs) repl i ed emphatically “no”--that they were
uniquely aware of their troops ’ information needs and the constraints affecting
the dissemination of that information.

We recommend emphatically agai nst any forma l requirement for these
reasons:

o Much of the improvement which we observed in the CI program , and in
attitudes toward CI among officers and men , seems to resul t from a free hand

< and a soft sell.
2:

o o The company commander in mos t Army un its Is ac tually ass esse d more
~ mandatory duty than he can perform . Furthermore, unit schedules are compl ex
< and crowded . Commanders need as much freedom and local authority as they can

get. We observed several units with good programs in which CI formations were
a seasonal activity ; they did not occur at all during training season. These

~ coninanders made the rational decision not to try CI classes for 3-4 months at
a time , but to have good ones when time permitted .

C
o The CI message has the greatest punch when the commander delivers

~ It — on his own Initiative , because he find s the message important.
2
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Several ques ti ons in the survey as ked whether COs and 1SGs knew what
information their troops received and understood . The worst of all possible
conditions was found to occur: Company leaders thought they knew , but in
fact did not know when their communications to troops were received and
unders tood .

We therefore recommend that OCPA consider designing into its system a
means by which specific key Cl messages can be identified , followed through
the i nformation system, and their receipt verified by sampling comprehension
at the troop level . Feedback studies can be used in normal information
operat ions , or experimentally t~ determine what publications strategies are
most effective.

6.6 Reinforcement

The hypothesis that COs and lSGs get little credit for a good CI program ‘1
was confirmed . Senior commanders apparently know little about unit CI pro-
grams--and ‘in some cases do not care. There Is li t tle monitoring of unit CI

programs in most of the units studied . More significa ntly, interviewees did
not believe that the quality of their CI program was likel y to affect their
ERs. We are apparently observing a condition in which unit CI programs are
undertaken largely on unencouraged local initiative (there were outstanding
exceptions, in w hi c h Battal i on or more sen i or commanders v igorous ly encour—

.< aged good CI).
We do not recommend manda tory formal program s, new regulations or book-

~ keeping to provide command cognizance. We do suggest that senior commanders
need to recognize CI as part of their mission , and to inquire about the

~ handling of CI in companies. Since most of the published information Is
distributed directly and does not flow thru the chain of command , there is no

~ automatic means by which the attention of senior commanders is directed to the
CI program . Nevertheless it is important that good company programs be

E 

recogn ized , and reflected in effectiveness reports
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_ _ _  _ _ _  
% RESPONSE

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES BNG . BRAGG HOOD POLK
(33) (48) (37) (54 ) 

____ _____

How do you know they watch?

Observation 39 64 28 42
They tell me 0 71 ‘19 5
t4COs tell me - 

- 

23 71 34 0
Iask them 0 0 3 0
Ass umption - 46 0 0 63

Mandatory . - 
0 14 0 0

Don ’t know - - 0 7 0 0

tlnuseable 
, 

23 0 16 0

If Nobody does - Why?

Ai red at bad t ime 0 100 60 0
Nobody interested in topics ‘ 17 0 40 100
TVs don ’t work - , 0 100 0 0

Unuseable - 83 0 0 0 ]
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GATEK E EPER
QUESTION CATEGORY: Identification of Unit Gatekeeper and

Dissemination Techniques

- yJ~E$PQNSE
QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG

________________________________________________________ 

(
~

) (40) (33) (88) (84)

1. Who decides what is done with command information
publications in your company?

CO 35 30 33 31 37

XO 2 5 7 1 5

1SG 29 35 12 24 31

C0/ 1SG 30 23 48 36 26
Tra in ing NCO - 1 0 0 0 0

CO/1SG/Tng. NCO 5 0 0 4 2
Battalion Commander 0 3 0 1 0
Publications NCO 0 3 0 1 0
Don ’t know 1 0 0 1 0

2. Do you find the opportunity to conduct a regularly
scheduled . . .

Commanders Call 59 48 52 51 58
CI Classes 30 58 15 34 33
None 7 15 12 11 8

NCO Meetings 1 0 3 2 0
Cadre/Staff Meetings ‘I 0 9 2 2
Daily Formations 4 8 9 5 6
tlnuseable 0 0 6 2 0

IF YES — How Often?

Once a week 
- 

15 15 28 14 19

Every two weeks 9 6 3 8 6
Every three weeks 0 0 0 0 0
Once a month 66 65 41 63 62
Daily Formations 7 26 10 13 10 

“ ‘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ “ 
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_ _ _  
% RESPONSE 1

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES - CA CS SC CO ‘lSG
________________________________________________________ 

(99) (40) (33) (86) (
~

)

2-3 times /year 1 6 13 1 4
Twice a month 2 0 3 4 0

Every two months 2 0 0 1 1

Llnuseable 0 0 7 1 1

3. Do you do anything el se to pass along CI?

Unit Formations 81 63 45 69 70
Placing publications in dayroom 85 68 58 75 76
Placing publications on bulletin board 86 80 70 84 79
NCO Meetings ID 5 0 7 7
Cadre /Staff Meetings ‘14 0 6 10 8
Section leader Meetings 0 0 6 2 0
Chain of Command 9 5 9 6 11
Uriuseable 0 0 12 1 4

/
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GATEKEEPER
QUESTION CATEGORY: DA Cl Publications , specifically Soldiers Magazine

_ _  
y~ F~~~PQii~E

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO ISG
— 

()~ 
(do) (33) (es) (84) -

1. Does your (company) get this publicat ion regularly?

Yes 99 100 100 100 99
No 1 0 0 0 1

Do you see (this publ i cation ) regularly?

Yes 99 90 97 94 99
No ‘1 ‘10 3 6 1

2. What do you personally do with Soldiers Magazine?

Read most of it 32 42 9 23 35
Don ’t read any of it 1 0 0 1 0
Skim it and selectively read articles 68 58 88 75 65
Throw it away 0 6 0 0 2
Give it to: CO 3 3 16 N/A 10

X0 0 3 0 0 1

1SG 52 20 50 46 N / A

Pit. Ldrs. 3 0 13 7 1
PSG5 27 8 38 16 34
Sqd. Ldrs . 0 0 0 0 0
EM 2 0 0 0 2

FIle lt 1 3 28 4 10

3. Do you feel that the information in (Soldiers ) is
helpful to the men in your unit and to you as a -

(commander or

Men in your unit

Yes 92 86 97 92 92

No 8 ‘13 3 7 8

~ 
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- % RESPONSE

QUESTIONS/ RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
________________________________________________________ 

(~) ( (33) (88) (84) 
-

To you as a 1SG or CO

Yes 85 72 88 74 92
No 15 14 12 

- 

24 5
Unuseabl e - 0 ‘14 0 2 3

4. (A) Just as an estimate , what % of Els-E4s read
Soldiers? 51 49 36 48 47

(B) What % of E5s-E6s read Soldiers? 72 60 67 69 67

(C) What & of PSGs read Soldiers? 84 89 84 83 88

(D) What Z of Pit. Ldrs. read Soldiers 82 84 90 83 85

5. Do you ever try to pass information from Soldiers
along to the people in your company? How?

No 0 0 9 2 1
Publication is just placed in dayroom/orderly rm 21 58 7 30 24
Info from publication is placed on bulletin board 1 8 21 3 10
Select topics from publication and verbally
present it during :

Unit Formations 60 50 62 61 56
Commanders Call 32 6 21 25 29
CI Classes 5 6 10 6 6
Meetings 5 6 17 4 11

Distribute to Platoons 21 6 0 15 13

6. Do you feel that the information in Soldiers can be
understood by:

Everybody 97 39 97 88 81
Everybody but Els - E4s 2 60 3 Il 20

7. How do you know they understand It?

They ask questions 46 40 49 39 51
Iask them 7 5 9 6 8
Assumption 48 65 30 49 48
Observation 20 8 30 ‘13 15

.5 ——.5- -- .-- - -— --—-—— ~~~~~-- -~~~~~--- ~~~~~~
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Page_8of  21
- % RESPONSE

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS S~~~CO 1SG
__________________________________________________________ 

(~) (40) (33) (88) (84)

8. Do you feel Soldiers would be missed if it were no
longer published? (by the majority of each group)

Everybody 56 -43 55 - 48 58
- Everybody but Els — E4s 32 47 27 33 36

Nobody 12 10 18 19 6

_ _ _  
-
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GATEK E EPE R
QUESTION CATEGORY: DA CI Publi ca ti ons , s pec ifi cal ly Commanders Cal l

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA Cs SC CO ISG
________________________________________________________ 

()~ (40) (33) (66) (84

1. Does your unit get (this publication) regularly?

Yes 90 88 88 90 88

No 6 0 12 7 5
Don ’t know ‘ 4 13 0 3 7

Do you see this publication regularly?

Yes 99 86 97 96 95
No 1 14 3 4 5

2. What do you personally do with Commanders Call?

Read most of It 33 70 18 38 38
Don’t read any of It 5 3 0 1 2

Skim it and select articles to read 61 27 75 61 61

Give it to: CO 19 20 32 N/A 46
X0 26 13 ‘11 25 16
1SG 21 20 25 40 N/A
Pit. Ldrs. ‘15 ‘13 21 18 13
PSGs 7 7 ‘11 4 12
Sqd .Ldrs. 2 0 4 3 1
Others/File 2 0 14 1 7

3. Do you feel that the informa t ion in Commanders Call
is helpful to you as a CO or ‘1SG? -

Yes 94 67 82 87 88 4
I4o 7 33 ‘18 13 13

U r 5~~~,~~~~,~~~11 - - t ”  
-
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- % RESPONSE
QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG

______________________________________________________  

(99) (40) (33) (88) (64)

4. Is any information from Commanders Cal l passed along
to the personnel in your unit? How? -

Publication is placed in dayroom 10 0 7 4 12
Publication is placed on bulletin board 6 0 4 3 6
Select topics from publication and verbally
present it during:

Unit Formations 78 97 57 75 81
Commanders Call 36 20 14 30 29
Ci Class 1 0 0 1 0
Meetings/Letters 7 20 11 10 13

5. Do you feel it presents its information well?

Yes 92 100 89 94 93
No 8 0 ‘11 6 7

6. Who in your unit has a chance to see Commanders Call ?

CO 90 77 100 90 88
XO 83 60 50 68 77
1SG 76 63 57 68 67
Pit. Ldrs. 41 33 21 36 33
Everyone 14 20 4 14 12

7. Wou ld you mi ss Commanders Call if it were no longer
published?

Yes 40 47 36 36 45
No 22 50 39 40 33
Don ’t know 8 0 4 4 7
Maybe 30 3 21 21 15

.
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GATEK E EPE R
QUESTION CATEGORY: DA CI Publications , specifically DA Scene

_ _  
% F E S P O N S E __

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO iSO
________________________________________________________- -- 

(99) (40) (33) (88) (84)

1. Does your unit get this publication regularly?

Yes 85 90 67 76 89
No 12 9 33 22 10
Don ’t know/Not sure 3 2 0 2 1

Do you see DA Scene regularly?

Yes 85 95 65 83 85

No 15 5 35 17 14

2. What do you personally do with DA Scene? -

Read most of it 63 66 77 51 79
Don’t read any of It 1 0 0 0 1
Skim it and select ively read art icles 27 24 21 34 16
Throw it away 0 5 0 3 0
Give it to: CO 2 0 13 N/A 5

xO 1 0 0 0 1
1SG 21 5 25 34 N/A
Plt. Ldrs. 2 0 4 ‘1 1
PSGs 23 0 13 1 19
Sqd. Ldrs. 1 0 13 0 1
EM 1 0 0 0 1

F i i e lt 0 0 0 0 0

3. Do you feel the information in DA Scene is hel pfu l  to
the men in your unit and to you as a CO or ‘1SG?

Men In your unit

Yes 91 69 91 86 85

.5 — .5. - -.5- .5 --- -— --—- ---- - . 5- -_ -. - — —- -~- ----- -
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- % RESPONSE
QUESTIONS/RESPONSES - CA CS SC CO 1SG

______________________________________________________  

(gg) (40) (33) (88) (84)

You a s a C 0 or lSG -

Yes 89 75 9 1 -  80 92
No 11 •~ 5 9 20 8

4. (A) In your opinion , what % of Els — E4s read DA Scene? 68 32 33 47 47

(B) What % of E5s — E6s read DA Scene? 79 36 81 56 51

(C) What % of PSGs read DA Scene? 86 51 84 62 62

(D) What % of Pit Ldrs read DA Scene? 87 68 84 73 65

5. Is any information from DA Scene passed along to the
personnel in your unit?

No 2 0 0 1 1
Publication is just placed in dayroom 6 8 5 6 7
(Articles from) publication is placed on
bulletin board 70 79 73 75 71

Select topics from publication and verbally
present it during:

Unit Formations 43 14 50 31 37
Commanders Call 14 11 5 15 9
CI Classes 11 0 0 6 7
Meetings 1 0 9 3 1

Distribute to Platoons or Sections 4 17 9 4 11

6. Do you feel that the informat ion presented in DA Scene
can be understood by:

Everybody 95 83 100 gg 91
Everybody but Els — E4s 4 17 0 1 8

7. How do you know they understand It?

They ask questions 
- 30 28 64 36 33

I ask them 6 0 23 7 7
Assumption 30 58 ‘14 40 21
Observation/Other 48 22 18 36 37

- -. 5- - - . 5 - -  - - - - . 5- - - -- - - .5 - - - 
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_ _  
% RESPONSE

QUEST IONS/RESPONSES - CA’ CS SC CO ISG
______________________________________________________ (99) (40) (33) (88) (84)

8. Do you feel DA Scene would be missed if it were no
longer available? (by majority of each group)

Everybody 61 .~27 82 64 53
Everybody but El - £4 7 21 0 9 9
Nobody 17 19 14 ‘18 24
Unuseabl e 15 33 4 9 14
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GATEK EEPER
QUESTION CATEGORY: A rmy Command Information Program Films

_ _ % F E S P QN S~QUESTIONS/RESPONSE S CA CS SC ~CO 1SG
__________________________________________________  

(~) (40) (33) (68) (84)

1. Do you ever see this publication?

Yes 67 50 39 55 61

No 32 50 61 45 38

IF NO - Were you aware that it existed?

Yes 33 43 0 33 19
No 68 57 100 67 81

Do you have any interest in CI Films?

Yes 40 58 25 51 35
No 60 42 75 49 65

2. Does your unit have a copy of CIF?

Yes 63 33 43 52 53
No /Don ’t know 37 68 56 48 47

Do you receive changes? 
-

Yes 46 8 58 35 44
No/Don ’t know 54 93 42 65 56

Do you have access to a copy?

Yes 67 48 52 55 60
No/Don ’t know 33 53 47 45 40

3. Have you ever used any Command Information Films? -

Yes 55 48 33 45 52
No 45 52 67 55 48

.5.5- --- - - -  - - --.5---- ’ --  —--~~-
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- % RESPONSE

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
__________________________________________________________ 

(99) (40) (33) (88) (84)

IF YES - How Often? 
-

Once a: Month 42 .10 9 32 30

Week 2 32 0 7 9

Year 11 11 o 7 12
— Quarter 6 16 18 5 14

Twice a: Week 0 0 0 0 0

— 
Month 6 11 18 10 7
Year 20 0 9 17 12
Quarter 4 16 9 10 5

Rarely 5 36 12 12

- IF NO - Why Not?

Not enough time to show films 63 82 27 54 53

They have no value 9 0 18 6 13

Too inconven ient - 12 6 0 2 10

Films are outdatea/Other1 12 35 41 29 15

Battalion does It 14 0 14 8 13

4. Is all the equipment you need to show films readily
a v a i l a b l e ?

Yes 89 90 91 91 88

No/Don ’t know 11 10 9 9 12

5. Do you find It difficult to obtain the films you would
l i k e  to use?

Yes 11 13 12 10 13
No 72 60 88 70 74

Don ’t know 17 28 0 19 13

1Other: Prefer other means -

~Fi1ms are s leep machines ”
Not yet , but wil l in the future (New CO)

~Hadn ’t thought about It”
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- % RESPONSE 
—

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
________________________________________________________ 

(99) (40) (33) (88) (64)

6. After you submit a request , how long before you
receive the film? -

- Day(s) 1.3 ~l.3 1.5 1.2 1.3

7. Are there any licensed projectionists in your unit?

Yes 98 93 82 95 91
- N o  2 8 18 5 9

IF YES - How many?

_ _  
3 3 3 3 3

IF NO - Why not?

Don’t need them 100 0 17 50 14
Waste of time 0 67 0 0 29
No response 0 33 83 50 57

,
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GATEK E EPER
QUESTION CATEGORY: Influences on Command Information Program

_ _  
%_F E~PONSE

QUESTIONSIRESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
________________________________________________________ 

(99) (40) ~~~ (88) (84)

1. How much time do you spend reading or scanning CI,
preparing CI for presentation to troops , and
presenting it to troops?

_____ 
hours per week 2.9 4.0 4.8 2.6 4.6

2. Does the Comand Information Program interfere with
your unit’ s basic or related mission(s)? 

-

A. Is there any time left in your unit ’s training
schedule for the dissem ination of DA’s Command
information?

Yes 39 60 41 39 50
No 61 40 59 61 50

B. Do you find that there is enough time available
in your unit’ s training schedule to disseminate
all of the DA comand information you feel is
necessar y?

Yes 84 73 88 82 82
No 16 27 ‘12 18 18

3. What is your Bn or Post Commander ’s attitude toward
the Command Information Program?

Don ’t know--never asked--he has never told me. 20 23 31 23 23
He really supports It. 63 70 47 61 63
He doesn ’t care one way or another about it. 5 2 15 7 6
He feel s it’s a waste of time--gets upset. - 0 0 0 0 0
Moderate ‘11 5 6 9 8
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_ _  
% PESPONSE

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
______________________________________________________  

(99) (40) (33) 
- 

(88) (84)

4. Is your Comand Information Program monitored by any
higher comand?

Yes 57 ~60 56 57 57
No 43 40 44 43 43

IF YES — How?

IG’s 55 0 78 48 44
Periodic check of your unit’s training records 30 71 0 34 35
Rev iew of your training schedule 18 67 0 26 27
Physically monitoring your Commanders Call or
unit formations. 45 80 22 50 48

5. Does it directly affect your OER or EER , i.e. literally
your personal attitude or involvement in OCINFO?

Yes - 3 2 19 6 6
No - 97 98 81 94 94

— -  
--

~~~~~~~~~~ -
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GATE KEEPER
QUESTION CATEGORY: Command Information Feedback at the Unit level

.5 

_ _  
%_p~~pgN$g -

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO 1SG
________________________________________________________ 

(ga) (40) (33) (88) (84)

1. Do you talk to or interview your troops specifically
to find out if they are aware of and understand the
information you have conveyed to them?

Yes 75 70 52 68 71
No 25 30 48 32 29

IF YES —-
(A) How often do you get a chance to talk to them?

_____ 
times/week 3 7 4 4 5

Whenever possibl e 45 64 12 53 37
(B) Do you talk to them individually? -

Yes ‘13 21 ‘12 ‘10 20
No 0 11 0 2 3
Sometimes 87 68 88 88 77

IF NO OR SOMETIMES--What size group do you talk to?

Company Formations 58 62 60 52 48
Platoons 6 0 0 2 5
Squads 7 10 0 4 7
Groups of 5 or less 49 33 47 39 38
Meetings of various configurations 3 0 7 4 2

IF NO --
How do you find out If the information you have
conveyed to the troops has reached them and that 

-

they understand It?

They tel l me/they ask questions 42 58 38 39 50
Assum ption 38 0 19 18 29
Observation 38 42 6 21 38

hF Other/NCOS tell me 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

0 ~3 ‘14 8
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GATEK EEPE R
QUESTION CATEGORY: Opinions of modifications to existing DA CI

- 
program suggested by Company Comanders and ISGs

_ _  %J~~~P ON $E
QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA CS SC CO iSO

__________________________________________________  

(crn) (40) (33) (88) (84)

1. What percentage of the CI you read is related to your
un it, to you as a 1SG or CO, or to the men in your unit?

_____ 
37 28 37 36 38

2. Woul d you li ke to see CI Classes become mandatory
Army-wide? -

Yes - 12 33 42 15 30
No 81 57 55 74 66
Maybe 0 0 3 1 0

Al ready are 7 10 0 9 4

iF YES —-
How often should they be conducted?

Once a week 8 0 7 6 4

Once every 2 weeks 16 7 7 6 13
Once a month 76 93 79 88 79

Once a quarter 0 0 7 0 4

How long should the CI classes be?

One hour 76 84 79 66 88

1/2 hour 8 0 7 7 4
45 minutes 8 ‘16 0 ‘13 4

1 1 /2 hours 0 0 7 0 4

2 hours 
- 

8 0 0 7 0

Full Day 0 0 7 7 0

. 5 -  .5- - 
~~~~~~~~~~

--——.5
~~~~~-— —-- .5- -—- - - -



- % RESPONSE
QUESTIONS/RESPONSES CA ~ S S~TFCO 1SG

______________________________________________________  

(99) (40) (33) ~(88) (84)

Would you like to choose for yoursel f the subjects 
-

presented , or would you rather have DA provide the 
-

topics? -

DA select topics 25 37 0 20 18
CO or ISG select topics 33 55 54 47 48
Both 42 8 33 33 26
No preference 0 0 13 0 8

3. Would you prefer to receive information which has
already been screened by someone else , to include only
information which is directly related to you as a CO
or 1SG , or to your type of unit, or the men in your /
un i t ?

Yes 20 28 15 16 26 
-

No 80 72 85 84 74

4. Would you like to receive a publication which is
specifically related to your branch of service?

Yes/Already do 79 55 73 71 74
No 17 35 9 24 16
Don ’t care 4 10 18 5 10

5. Do you think it would be a good idea to put together a
packet of information , to be given to BCT and All
trainees , which would contain information about over-
seas assignments, promotions, explain what will happen
to them once they finish BCT or A lT , etc.?

Yes 23 23 9 18 23
No 45 20 73 43 45
Don ’t know 32 57 18 38 32

-

-~


